ART SUPPLIES

ART SUPPLIES
Quartet® Whiteboard with
Aluminum Frame

Quartet® Magnetic

Non-magnetic dry erase whiteboard
offers excellent value. Factory mounted
hardware. Aluminum frame with snap-on tray.
Uses dry-erase markers.

Aluminum frame, painted steel whiteboard in a
variety of sizes. Steel surface allows the use
of magnets and accessories. Factory installed
mounting hardware and removable marker
tray.

32123
32230
32347
25146
25148

18” x 24”
24” x 36”
36” x 48”
48” x 72”
48” x 96”

26.50
41.00
66.00
159.00
189.00

Dry- Erase Boards

24”x36”
36”x48”
48”x72”
48”x96”

23230
23340
23460
23480

91.00
151.00
349.00
422.00

  
Write on all surfaces . . Paper .. Photographics .. Photostats .. Mylar .. Cellophane
• Porcelain • Vellon • Glass • Film • Plastic.
The best pencil for laying out on glass or plastic signs. Makes a thin line, easily removed.
Available in black, white, blue, red, graphite.
Each - 2.00
Dozen - 21.85

Dixon Phano China Marker

5
Tweezers

For accurate control in sorting, probing, and precision
work. Needle sharp - Light tension.
Curved point surgical steel. 6 inches



7.75 ea.

Perfect for marking on glass, plastic, film, paper, metal, rubber or
any smooth surface. Paper wrapped with pull string.
Non-toxic. 12 per box.
Available in black, red, white, crimson red, blue, yellow, green.

Each - 1.35

Dozen - 13.15



Maprin Red Opague is a fast drying product to touch up pinholes or other unwanted areas on positive or negative films.
Once dry, film can be cut with a sharp knife to clear desired areas. Dilutes with water or wet brush. Washes off hands with water
and soap. Ideal for creating positives by free hand.
2 oz. jar - 19.95

EZ EraseTM WHITE DRY ERASE

-

EZ Erase™ RE-POSITIONABLE

NEW!

EZ Erase™ is a 4 mil metalized vinyl film coated with a
re-positionable, semi-permanent adhesive. The metalized block-out
layer hides distracting backgrounds, while enhancing the brilliance
of the white EZ Erase™ film.
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Apply over any smooth surface. (painted drywall, kitchen cabinets,
fridges, etc.) - Restaurant Menu Boards - riteable White Boards
- Conference rooms, - Children’s rooms

ChalkTalk™ is a 6 mil non-PVC film coated with a repositionable,
removable adhesive. Available in slate gray, its grainy texture
provides an exceptional finish for writing and drawing with chalk.
ChalkTalk™ wipes clean with an eraser, damp towel, or sponge.
Eco friendly and Child Safe. CPSIA. Recommended for interior use.

50 yds. (roll)
COLOR WIDTH 1 to 9 yds. 10 yds.
11.95 yd. 10.95 yd. 8.95 yd 447.50
WHITE 24”
22.75 yd. 20.95 yd. 17.95yd. 897.50
WHITE 48”

FLEXIBLE STEEL RULERS

ALVI Stainless Steel Professional Graduated T-Square

STAINLESS STEEL - NON SLIP

Made of finest quality stainless steel with non-skid
cork backing. Permanent and etched markings won't
wear off. Raised edges eliminate ink blots and
smearing. Graduated to 1/32" and 1/16" and metric.
Width is 1-1/4"

78

SIZE

6” - 2.95
12”- 4.25
15”- 5.70

Graphic Commerce Ltd.

Features a 1½” wide spring-tempered stainless steel blade and black
cast aluminum head securely riveted.
18” - 6.25 Graduations using highly durable UV-cured black ink are calibrated in
24” - 8.50 th and 1ths. Head is 11-1/2” wide and blade is 1.2mm thick.
36” - 12.60 Precision made for accuracy and longevity.
SIZE

6” Length: - 49.80 ea.
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48” Length: - 61.85 ea.

